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LATE NEWS FLASH:
It was learned yesterday
afternoon that a petition requesting the return of the
Co-op nickelodeon is being
circulated among the students.

Number t,f)

JUDGES FOR ROOS Sink Stops New Technique RADIO SOCIETY
In TO BROADCAST
BROTHERS CONTEST Dr.Wood’s TRoadBie Uopsedb
e ate MONKEY’S PAW
CHOSEN YESTERDAY Scribblers’F Rs T PROBLEM PLAYERS UNSEEN
Work, Pederson, CO-OP STORE Creative Writing Class
Problem Of
Shippey Take THROWS OUT Solves
Stove In Room
Positions
MUSIC BOX
WINNING LAYOUTS
VOTE UNANIMOUS
RUN IN DAILY
Sob Work, Spartan Daily editor,
together with Carlton Pederson,
(Attie Commerce department, and
Richard Shippey, manager of Roos
I,,,, were named yesterday as
Ors in the advertising contest
nev being sponsored by the clothing dere.
PEDERSON "IDEAL JUDGE"
Pederson was named by Shippey
to be the "ideal judge" because
he teaches advertising at the college and many of his students
lave already turned in ad layouts.
According to the rules, the first
week’s competition will end Saturday, January 21, and the winrthig projects will run in the Spar(Coratinued on Poo’ Four)

Junior Plaques
Announced Ready
Fo r

The recording machine has been
removed from the Co-op.
This action, which had been expected for some time, according to
council members took place yesterday afternoon when student
pro and con, reached a heated pitch.
The problem was given rise to at
Tuesday’s council meeting when a
motion was unanimously killed
which aimed to place the machine
in the Union lounge.
Bud Stewart, manager of the
Co-op, in explaining the action
stated, In the light of this controversy,
which
the
recording
machine has given rise to, both
Mr. Neil Thomas and myself were
of the opinion that the best procedure was to remove the machine

entirelY."
"Many students," Stewart added,
"have repeatedly complained about
the unnecessary loudness of the
mimic. This action, we hope, will
Distribution satisfy all parties involved."

Charms To Distinguish
Third Year Class

Entomology Club
To Hear Talk By
George Mansfield

Junior class plaques and chains
are now ready for distribution at
Paul Hudson, Jeweler, 275 S. First
dreet, according to Hugh Staley,
claw presy.
The plaques are of a very unique
’Utilization of fly maggots for
iesism and are being featured on the treatment of gangrene and
malignant bone diseases will be
the topic to be discussed by George
Juniorsget your fifteen bids
at the controller’s office today!
Mansfield before the Comstock Entomology club tomorrow at 4:00 In
Remember, any person who
Room S213.
Silt fifteen bids gets one free.
Bids sell for $1.25, and
Mansfield, who has made an inare
hound to go fast. As soon as
tensive study on the subject as
bids are sold turn the
part of his class study on Economic
money
iMo the controller’s office and
Entomology, plans to give a brief
te :awe you get the credit
history of the development of the
for
the correct number sold.
maggot treatment, with special emphasis being laid on the propagation of the insects, and on the
is cover of the
Prom bids now on
methods of use.
All interested in this talk are
Accenting to Leroy
Hill. III cordially invited by the club to
diarge of the charms,
the plaque
attend. Refreshments will be served
oss
COLA $1 and with the
after the discussion.
tain $2 F:very member
of the
’451I 18 urged
by the prexy to get
one at the
charms to distinguish
,hern.v,lv,s frolic
the members of
*hr lower classes
and seniors.

DR, S. PEABODY
SPEAKS TODAY

_
FRESHMEN TO
PREXY

Due to lack of attendance at the
recent election for freshman class
president, the frosh council Tuesday voted in favor of another election. to be held tomorrow at 12:20
in Morris Dailey auditorium.
David Atkinson, who led by one
I
vote in the last election. and Ilappy
LaRee, his nearest rival, will vie

Students will be
given another
Vortunity to hear
Dr. Stephen
minister of the First
4IIRtezatiotial church,
during the
Pill’eoPhy of Life discussion
group
tCdaY in Room 14
from 5 to 6.
Ka
ne Sanford and
Frank
(*Unger, YW
and YM chairmen, for the presidency.
"Inet that all men
and women
Other class officers will also be
’’Udeata are invited
to come to the elected at tomorrow’s ousting, ac cording to the council’s vote

By IRENE MELTON
Leave it to ’geniuses’ to rlse to
the occasion.
When the master minds of Dr.
James 0. Wood’s Creative Writing
class were recently faced with the
dilemma of putting to suitable use
the two faucets and small stove
decorating the (ahem) desk, the
problem elicited the suggestion.
"Why not serve tea?"
IMPLEMENTS INTERRUPT
Unusual situations have developed as a result of the intrusion
of the culinary implements into the
realm of the great literary lights
of the college. It is not uncommon
to hear a discussion of the technique of short story writing or the
reading of a tender and touching
poem being delivered over an unromantic and prosaic drainboard!
Dr. Wood, however, contributed
the most amusing idea for the use
to which the faucets may be put.
As he puts it, "I have heard that
every college student has a spark
of genius, and that it is the duty
of the instructor to water it. Need
I say more?"

DISCUSSION
SATURDAY

A new technique in radio debating developed at San Jose State
college by Mr. Ralph Eckert, debate coach, and Frank N. Wilson,
debate manager, will be inaugurated over Columbia network, station KSFO, Saturday afternoon at
5 o’clock.
NEW METHOD
Supplanting the old method of
debate in which arguments were
advanced and conclusions drawn
by debaters, the new technique
seeks to present the topic in the
nature of a problem. The speakers
will advance the various aspects of
the question in a manner designed
to have the audience think along
with them as the topic is developed.
One of the main differences from
the old formal style of debate is
that the debaters will make no
dogmatic assertions and the audience will draw its own conclusions
In the solution of the problem.
TOPIC

Topic for the Saturday radio
debate is, "How to make Democracy work more successfully".
Members of the Debating club participating in the broadcast are
Audrie Lassere, "Forum Education
as a Solution"; George Quetln,
"The Short Ballot"; Olga RosingSan Jose State college bulletins anna, "Unicameral Legislation";
listing the and Frank Wilson, evaluation of
25,000 of them
course, that will be taught in sum- the three proposals.
With San Jose State college in
mer school this year will be sent
to all the elementary school charge, future radio debates will
teachers in the state and others be broadcast with pairs of the following colleges participating: USF,
who inquire for them.
Art, English, Psychology, and S.F. State, Santa Clara, St. Mary’s,
Industrial Arts are among the Stanford. and University of California.
many varied courses offered.

Bulletins

Arrive

"Monkey’s Paw", a radio adaption from the comedy of the same
name by W. W. Jacobs, will be
broadcast by members of the Radio
Speaking society today in the
Little Theater at 12:30.
All students are invited to attend, according to M1138 Margaret
Douglas, Speech instructor. Comments on the broadcast and suggestions for future plays will be
appreciated.
FIRST OF SERIES
"Monkey’s Paw" will be the first
In a series of plays designed to
give practical experience in the
technique of radio broadcasting.
The plays will be staged in the
Speech department and broadcast
In the Little Theater by remote
control.

Quintuplets Meet
SANTA CLARA AT

Half-time Tonight
The Dionne quintuplets and the
Santa Clara varsity will meet in
a comedy basketball battle tonight,
as a half-time stunt at the San
Jose -University of Mexico basketball game in the Spartan pavilion,
according to Jimmy 13udros. rally
committee chairman.
The "quints" team will be composed of Wes Hammond, Jack
Windsor,
Bevo
O’Connor,
Jim
Fahn, and "Cocky" O’Brien; the
Santa Clara roster includes Johnny
Knight, Bob Boucke, Bob Swanson,
Bruce Fisher, and "Speed" Wagner.
The progress of the struggle will
be highlighted with a Jim Bailey
sportcast.

HONOR
Spearing Student, FRENCH
Irus
\X/a
SOCIETY PLANS
L
Ed Levin,
Back At State EVENT FEB. 3
By CARLTON PEREGOY
"Oh I’m way ahead this week,
I had three hours sleep Monday,
four Tuesday, and have had my
regular one hour since," laughingly
Jested Ed Levin, San Jose State’s
latest exponent of the "back to
school movement".
WITH FATHER HUBBARD
Of course Ed Is that fellow we
read about all last winter up on
King island spearing walrus with
the Eskimos in his off moments
from gathering scientific data with
Father Hubbard, the Glacier priest’
of Santa Clara. Ed finds the local
cold spell "nice and comfortable
and scoffs at the idea of wearing
anything but a shirt on his upper
extremities to his eight o’clock
class.
What about this "back to school
movement"? Well, Ed, in those
long Arctic nights where he found
two months was about enough
sleep but still had four more till
morning, did a little thinking and
decided that his various degrees In
Education and Geology should be

full time job at nights for the
Plans for the all French program
Southern Pacific and gets most of
to be held in the Little Theater
his shuteye in the ten minute inthe night of February 3 were comterval between classes, is back at
pleted at the meeting of Iota Delta
State.
Phi, French honor society, recently.
The open house was held at the
home of Alice Bose, and was for
the benefit of all prospective
members.
The French one-act play. "Le
Itetour Du Marquis", will be presented by the members of the
honor society at an all French program to be held early in February.
The cast for the French drama
Members of the Board of Direc- will include Janice Bendon, Bertors of Eckert Hall, men’s co-op nard Murphy, Marie Carr, Arthur
house, will elect a new house man- Van Horn, Alice Bose, Bert Seller.
ager to replace Walter Dowdy at a Jules Bonret, and Mr. James
meeting tomorrow noon in the Clancy of the Speech department.

Noon Election
Tomorrow For
House Manager

Y.W.C.A. cafeteria, according to
Mr. Weaver Meadows, chairman of
the board.
Also scheduled to be discussed
are plans for the establishment of
I a new house in conjunction with
the present Hall which has been in
, existence since last year, according
to Mr. Meadows. A donation has
supplemented.
been made by the Junior Chamber
SLEEPS IN CLASS
co-op.
Therefore Ed. who holds down a I of Commerce for a new

TWO VACANCIES
There are two vacancies at
Eckert Hall at 343 E. Reed street
that would enable men students
to live reasonably by sharing expenses. Anyone interested is urged
to see Mr. Weaver Meadows, who
Is chairman of the advisory hoarl
or Walter Dowdy, house manager.
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SWEEPINGS

Voice of Reaction
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Goodwill Game. . .
Tonight’s basketball game in Spartan Pavilion will
accomplish a double purpose when Coach Bill Hubbard’s
San Jose five face the University of Mexico quintet.
Not only will the two teams be playing a benefit contest for the San Jose Day Nursery Milk Fund, but the
rivals will further goodwill. This is one of the reasons
for the southern squad’s barnstorming tour into California.
The Mexican five has played several games in the south and
appeared against California’s Bears.
San Jose State college students and townspeople of
the city will be contributing to a good cause when they
M. S.
attend tonight’s cage game.
3,ousoutx.6,4101.01.044..v.,use:ovw.e..44-1,4u

TRAVEL NOOK
atener.......1544**540Q-fi4Q4*Q04,0A4tC
the walls that surround the tall
By JACK DUTTWEILLER
cathedral are a tabernacle, graves
SALT LAKE CVI’Y
of famous historians connected
Literally an oasis in the middle
with the founding of the city, and
of a desert, Salt Lake City, capital
the first dwelling ever to be erected
of Utah, is a city well worth inin Salt Lake City -a one -room log
clusion in the itinerary of every
cabin affair clearly picturing the
traveler.
conditions under which the early
Salt Lake City is known the
settlers lived.
world over for its great flats on
which automobile speed records
have been made and broken. People
travel from far and near to "swim"
in the Great Salt Lake and, to
their astonishment and delight, disLost: A gold bracelet with a
cover that they can float in any
Rainbow emblem on it. Finder
position they desire. Another atplease return to the Lost and
traction of the city is that colored
Found.
and attractively designed light for-

By

The Spanish Loyalists seem
finally to be collapsing. In that
country we perceive the bloody’
murder of Democracy. We also
see the almost incredible strength
and resolve of a people united in
defense of their civilization. One
would never have thought that the
near-moribund Spanish nation
should ever arise and show such
One
enduring vigor as it has.
would never have thought that in
that land so much courage lay
waiting for an idea.
Without adequate supplies, fighting always at a disadvantage,
only superior to their enemy in
intelligence, watching the opposing army being bolstered with foreign troops, guns, bombs, planes,
the Loyalists have continued fighting, their morale not broken,
though they have been struck
near-fatally again and again.
Perhaps General Franco will
soon be in Barcelona, but he Is
not there yet. There will be bitter
And
fighting before the finish.
afterwards the vibrations arising
from the conflict will continue to
be felt.
That war may seem to close but
there will be no end to it.
’11 pass from the drums of war
to the singing strings of peace.
I should like to report that those
of you who missed the Heifetz
conceit missed something very
good, in fact extraordinary. Listening to this artist, I felt that I
.had never really heard the violin
played properly before.
But, of course, most people are
not interested in so-called classical
music. They regard it as dull.
Quite often it does seem dull;
but that is because the mind of
the listeners has either never had,
or has lost through weariness or
distraction, an aptitude to disentangle the subtly expressed musical ideas woven by the sounds.
It is not due to actual dullness of
the music.
For dessert today: Ashes.

Former State Teacher
Marries In Berkeley
Announcements of the marriage
of Miss Clara Kuck, former faculty
member of San Jose State college, to Mr. Herbert Hamilton Foot
on January 7 in Berkeley have
been received by friends of the
bride.
Pi, Speech
Mrs. Foot taught

A young lady with a figure like
a pillow approached us the other
day with an icy stare, her attitude
as firm as a well -cured olive, and
belligerently fished:
"Do

you

Lost:

"Sweepings?"

write

We betook ourselves to answer
in the affirmative.
"My girl friend claims you don’t
write as silly a column as Bailey."
"Well, what about it?" we queried, standing up to glare at her
over the windshield of our supercharged Mercedes -Louisa roadster.
"She and I would like to have
you write a pointless column just
to see how you compare with
Bailey and the Restoration period
of literature."
WE DISCOVER PEACE
So out in quest of something
silly we walked (having abruptly
returned the Mercedes -Louisa to
the police- at the request of the
owner. it seems) looking about as
dapper as a chicken with frozen
toes.
The first thing that hit us in
the Fu Manchu was a large Roman print at the side of the Morris
Dailey auditorium, entitled
"The Arts of Peace""P.R.A.".
(Now to be silly.)
’fhe P.R.A. stands for Peace
Relief Administration and shows
how much more civilized the Romans were in their alphabetical
government soup policy than F. D.
Roosevelt is in his.
For upon glancing more fully
at this Peace representation, we
noted a toga -clad Roman peering
out of a window, looking in the
wrong direction for the enemy,
like a W.P.A. worker looking in

NURSES’ SOCIETY
IS REORGANIZED
Reorganization of Pi Nu Sigma,
college nursing society, was conducted last Friday by about 30
members, in the first meeting of
the year.
Miss Alice Hansen, Physiology
department head, gave a brief
talk outlining the aims of the
society. It was decided to hold
hi -monthly meetings, every other
Friday, in Room 3227 unless other
arrangements are made.
Club officers elected were: Helen
Smet, president; Mildred Perry, vice-president; Camilla Botta,
secretary -treasurer; and II e t t
Lundin, reporter.
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SPECIAL THIS WEEK -END
AT YOUR

tea
L line
there

HOME OWNED

RED 8 WHITE
GROCERY

College Physics text, at

YWCA. Please return to Lost anti
Found.
There will be a special meeting
of Iota Delta Phi today at 11
o’clock in Room 21. Important.
Barney Murphy, pros.
Found: A diner key which one of
the ushers at the Ileifetz concert
Monday night lost. It may be
claimed at lb South Second street.
--Junior Orchesis will meet as
usual this afternoon at 5 o’clock
in the dance studio of the Women’s
gym. All women students interested in dance are Invited to attend.

MELZER

and English departments while
Aii worked on the faculty here.

NOTICES

mations decorate the streets every
night.
CLEAN
The state’s capital can well boast
of having some of the cleanest
streets in the country. Atreams of
water almost continually flow along
the curbings, washing along whatever refuse that has been deposited; while drinking fountains on
practically every corner are available to the public.
historical past iif Salt
The
Lake City also lures hundreds of
traveller’s within the city limits.
These people are awe -inspired as
they stand at the hose of the
temple erected In memory of the
Mormons who founded the city.
Also included within the limits of
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Use Right Entrance
-4

Faculty and student body cards will
be honored only at the San Carlos
street entrance of Spartan Pavilion
at tonight’s San Jose -Mexico game.
CAEIFORNiA,
sAI’d JOSE,

Wort w,1
Me ups.

-1-nOwittl
PONY

Mitt Tourney

It will be swing and duck out at
Spartan Pavilion tomorrow night
when Washington Square mitt
tossers exchange blows in the All.
collegetournament.

SWENSON, DAN O’NEILL, Editors
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Mexicans Here For Charity Game
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COLORFUL . . If the invading
University of Mexico basketball
team can cavort about the hardwood in as colorful and entertaining a manner as the Mexican publicity agent juggled verbs and
nouns in the advance dope sent
us on the foreign team, then It’s
worth your money and my money
to see them in action.
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WORKING THE

SPORTS
ANGLE
By PONY SWENSON

Big Crowd Will
View Star Bouts
In Spartan Gym

DUKE HAS HANDS FULL

University of Mexico rolls to
, town tonight to hash out the international basketball problem with
,Bill Hubbard’s San Jose rvemba
tossers in the first annual Day
Nursery Milk Fund benefit game
in Spartan Pavilion at 8:00.

Friday night! The lighted ring.
Two figures enter. The crowd
roars! They shake hands. They

Coach Walt

return to their corners. The bell
rings!

And the first bout of the evening
is underway for the championships
of San Jose State college, subsequent positions on the varsity boxing squad, and a gold buckle as
Should the Mexicans’ style of the prize
for the winner with a
play resemble the phrasing that silver one for the runner-up.
the foreign build-up man used to
FINE SQUAD
describe the roster of the team,
Local ring worms and rail birds
then our Spartans will be standwill witness one of the finest asing on their ears before the evethe sulnic
semblage of chin pushers ever
ning is over, trying to determine
see
gathered at Washington Square
is what.
what
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themselves, doing roadwork, box"An all-around basketball player
ing, skipping rope, punching the
and captain of the University basr buxom
bags and exercising for this opcoiffure, ketball team, De Leon has a prom - portunity to show their wares Frising future in the cage game at
day night. The result will be as
s and gestrA which he started but lately."
fine a conditioned crew as Portal
PHANTOM PLAYERThen our could wish for on tourney night.
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rthaginsra : Mexican friend describes what
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e Carthg:-.
"This is Valdes’ second year on only the genuine boxing fan can
he,.
lost, so
the team where he acted last sea - know and feel.
RESOLU!) Kin as forward, playing in fine
FROSH ENTERED
as it may el form. When the team was lacking
Freshmen are entering too, alPaints, it was up to Valdes to pile
Se can de
eligible for varsity
up enough of them himself and though not
young lie,
competition, and fans will see some
NI us nal’ bring the University’s colors on
of the stellar members of the next
to bell SI the run with its opponents. His
year’s team in embryo form.
et alone nil Pwer to shift himself rapidly all
raw
over the court has enabled him They’ll see how Portal takes
champions
to become a PHANTOM PLAY- material and makes
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McPherson’s frosh
play a 6:30 curtain
raiser contest with Mann junior

quintet will

college. No admission
charged for students.
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MEXICANS HOT
The Mexican quintet, on a "goodwill tour" of the United States, has
begun to hit its stride and gave
the University of California a close
shave last Monday night.
Bill Hubbard plans to take advantage of the practice game by
sending his "Sunday quintet" into
the fracas to whip them in shape
for Saturday night’s civil war
clash with the Broncos of Santa
Clara. The Spartan hoop impresario feels his first unit needs
a lot more work together and
hopes to polish off the rough spots
with tonight’s tussle.

Kifer Gains Top
Tennis Position
Duke Tornell has his hands full from the looks of this shot
of the man mountain guard. Tornell will start for Bill Hubbard’s
Spartans who face the invading University of Mexico quintet at
Spartan Pavilion tonight. ’The locals and foreigners will match
their wares for charity in the first annual Day Nursery Milk Fund
Photo courtesy San Jose News.
clash.

FROSH CAGERS BREAK
Golfers To Open LOSING STREAK; W I N
Match Play Soon OVER SALINAS 36-29

VIVA RODRIGUEZS enior
angel Rodrigues, center and scoring ace, is described as being a
"number IA center rapidly attaining great heights which will lead
him to be Mexico’s
outstanding
tip-off man.
Having completed the qualifying
Another payoff line describes round of the intramural golf tourffaluinto Soto in this manner: nament, entrants are now prepar"Last season he was on the ing for match play, scheduled to
"13" team’s rooster
where he acted start this week at the Hillview
u. tine fashion
at guard. He grad- golf course, it was announced yesuate’ to the varsity
this season terday by Bill Hubbard.
Where he coupled
with De Leon
Pairing has been made and all
admirably."
who have entered are asked to see
EXTENDED SEASONFrom the men’s bulletin board this week
slat we gather
about Raul Eliz- for details. All players must play
undo, right guard,
they are still one round sometime during the
Playing football down
in the sub- week and another during the weekRio Grande
country. Here’s why: end if possible, In order to keep
"He (Elizondo)
is on the Amer- up with the schedule.
ican Football
Varsity Team where
Warner Keeley. who shot a 76
he has
greatly distinguished him- last Saturday, has been seeded the
self at end
position. Havirg suf- number one spot, and Bill Bern
fired an Injury,
he has discon- second. All twelve participating in
tinued his
football varsity activ- the tournament have qualified with
ities for
the rest of the reason. a non’s’ of DO or below.
KILLE
R-DILLERI3 u t the
’Itiller-diller"
publicity gag of the very much."
10( IS
the nets am, e
notice on (
IT’S "CATCH I NG" So if a
nt’ Sanchez
Hidalgo:
good seat you want for the game.
"When
Sanchez Hidalgo gradu- then early come to Spartan Pavates this
year he
practice ilion where a record crowd to the
infesslon with his
will
father who, a ffair is expected to pack the
la an
architect of high
reputa- gym for the game to he played.
tInn and the
team will miss him i
Now they’ve got me doingitd

With Mann J. C.

George Kifer, brilliant tennis
satellite on the Spartan varsity,
this week replaced George Egling as number one man by virtue of straight set victories, 6-4
and 6-2.
Egling, who was previously
ranked top player, was outplayed
through the match. Kifer proved
a giant on the court contrasted
to his usual modesty around the
campus. Egling’s vollying was not
enough to overcome Kifer’s consistent baseline drives, and despite the fact that he has had
little practice this season, Kifer
played inspired tennis.
GRAVES VS. QUETIN
Monday afternoon another challenge match will be played with
Don Graves favored to defend his
number three team position against
George Quetin. The match may
prove closer than expected however, as Quetin has shown surprising progress the past two
weeks.

Roiling into a point-getting offensive in the closing minutes of
the game, Coach Walt McPherson’s yearling eagers broke their
three game losing streak with a 36-29 win over Salinas Junior college last night in the south.
Trailing 20-17 at half-time, the freshmen made their victory bid
as the game edged into the final
quarter. With only nine minutes
of playing time remaining, the,
Spartiets pushed their scoring,
MATCH TOMORROW
f
machine into gear and from then
The regular conference tennis
on were never headed.
schedule for the Bleahmen hasn’t
Sturm and Maestri paced the been completed yet but tomorrow
Facing the first meet of the 1939 San Jose attack which finally sub- afternoon the squad engages in its
swimming season with colds in dued the junior collegians. Col - first practice match of the year
the ranks is the problem confrontagainst the San Jose Tennis Club
iecting 11 and 7 points respecing Coach Charlie Walker this
’A" team. Six singles matches
by
tively, these two were aided
week.
and three doubles encounters are
With three varsity men and two Crockett, who added five markers slated to be played starting at
3 o’clock.
trash out of the running Walker in the final rush.
must rely on a smaller number of
While Sturz was San Jose’s out men for the coming 50-yard f roe- standing offensive threat, Figone In the first portion of the second
s’yie chanipionshm meet at the Wati again the Spartan standout half, the frosh took control to
Fairmont plunge In San Francisco, on the defensive side.
annex their first win in the last
Coach McPherson used only two four starts.
Friday.
With a revord of three wins and
The Spartans will have at least teams during the major part of
one advantage in this contest, that the close contest. San Jose trailed three losses, the freshmen face
of condition. Since most of the throughout the first half except I Mann Junior college tonight in a
other schools have outdoor pools, for one point where the yearlings preliminary to the Spartan-Oatxico
they have been hampered in prac- tied the score for a brief period. U. game. Starting time will be
Then after shifting on even terms, 6:30 p.m.
tice by bad weather.

Colds Hurt Tank
Team s Chances
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Art Department HeaciSTONE SHOWS!
Lectures At Initiation PITCHING POISE
IN

Working Through FITZGERALD
School Considered COMMERCE
Good Experience CLUB HEAD
An artist must have experience
as a background for his career.
Marques E. Reitzel, head of the
Art department, emphasized in his
speech at the Artizans initiation
dinner in the Hotel De Anza Monday evening.
"This experience is gained while
the individual is prospecting or
charting his course and helps one
In forging a career for himself,"
said Mr. Reltzel to the men’s art
fraternity In his talk on "Prospecting for a Career".
"A career may come either early
or late in life and finding this
work may be likened to mining, In
that the career may come in what
the student is studying or in some
entirely different field.
"The student gets the tools for
his life work in college and If he
has to work his way through, he
is better equipped to face conditions following graduation than the
student who has had no obstacles
to overcome during this time," the
Art department head pointed out.

AD CONTESTCONTEST

r

(Continued from Page One)
tan Daily Wednesday and Friday
of next week. Names of the winrs will be known Monday.
EIGHT MORE WEEKS
The contest, which will continue
eight more weeks, is open to all
San Jose State college students,
with the nine weekly winners competing in the final contest. After
the nine week competition Is completed, the best ad in both the
men’s and women’s contest will
be decided.
According to the advertising
manager of the clothing store,
winners will be selected according to the beat ad for Roos Bros
merchandise.
NOTICE
All four-year accounting majors
with an A.B. in Commerce will
please meet in Room 139 on Friday
noon from 12:00 to 12:10 for an
important meeting.
- -E. A. Atkinson.

"Now I’ll have my recreation,"
declared George E. Stone, Photography instructor, with a chuckle as
he prepared to deal out the quarter’s supply of printing paper to
his Beginning Photography class.

Innocent of what was coming,
the class waited for the paper.
Then with deliberation and poise
which showed the veteran hand,
Mr. Stone tossed a package of
Jerry Fitzgerald was elected paper to an astonished student far
president of the Commerce club In the hack of the room.
Faster and faster with surprisat a meeting of the organization
Tuesday night, according to Con- ing accuracy, the genial photography Instructor demonstrated his
nie Raitano, retiring president.
pitching ability. Breathless with
OFFICERS
Elected with Fitzgerald to hold suspense, the thunderstruck stuoffice for two quarters were Paul dents watched Mr. Stone and
Horn, vice-president; Elise Terry, waited for him to miss. With equal
secretary; Marne Ruggles, trea- accuracy, near and far, students
surer; and Hulme Kinkade, social received their paper via the airlanes.
affairs chairman.
Corning to the last student, Mr.
The group was addressed by
Mr. R. H. Knox of the Better Stone pitched his final shot and
Business Bureau at the meeting made it good. The class broke up
held in the Little Theater at 7:30. in an uproar of noisy comment on
Mr. Stone’s pitching ability.
PLAN SKATING PARTY
"Sign him up," muttered one
It was decided by the group to
meet every other Tuesday from student as he walked out of the
7:30 to 8:30. Plans made for a room
skating party have been changed
because the rink was not available,
NOTICE
says Miss Raitano.
Will the person who accidentally
Tentative arrangements are be- took my College Omnibus please
ing made for a motion picture to return it where they found itin
be shown to the club in the near the A.W.S. No questions will be
asked., Florence S.

MEETINGS SET FOR
TUESDAYS

Help, Help, We’re ’future
Flooded! Or
Are We?
By BILL REGAN
"Water! Water everywhere, and
only 30,000 gallons for drinking
purposes," cries J. D. Anderson,
San Jose State college engineer.
According to Anderson, 30,000
gallons of water are run into the
drinking fountain mains daily.
With approximately 4000 water
drinkers I ?) on campus, the maximum amount of liquid actually
consumed is around 4000 gallons.
This figure is based on the average
person’s consumption of one gallon per day. Consequently, there
must be a wastage of 28,000 gallons a day.
For all purposes, the total campus water consumption is 200,000
gallons per day in winter. This
amount would be sufficient to float
an 800-ton ship, according to calculations made by Richard BresRani, Santa Clara engineering student. In spring and summer, water.
consumption increases with 350,0001
gallons being used in one day.

EXHIBITION

FRONT
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GLANCES
By GARDNER WATERS

Last ditch stand of Spanish
loyalist forces has tightened in
defense of governmentcapital Barcelona, bogging down current drive
of Insurgent Francotroops.
Typical of loyalist grim defense
Is the story of the little "clinamitem" who singlehanded broke
up an attack of 13 Italian tanks.
While loyalist forces dug in for
a final defense of their capital,
conservative French cabinet refused a plea to come to their aid
with men and munitions’.
Served with a subpoena to testify before the Alameda county
Grand Jury, formergovernor Frank
Merriam will appear in the Eastbay city Monday to tell what he
knows of the affairs of his erstwhile secretary in regard to the
alleged bribery of the state official in the pardon of Clarence
Leddy, San Jose slayer.
Investigation of the case, according to deputy Attorneygeneral
Wehr, has disclosed many ramificationa which are to be considered
by the Grand Jury. Involvement
of other state officials is hinted.
Attracting increasing attention
Is the SEC hearing of A. P. Man nines Transamerica. Claimed by
some as a government effort to
spread its power over the entire
financial life of the country, SEC
Is investigating charges that
Transamerica gave false state-

rocas to the Commission
new
its activities. Specific
ion
that Giannini received
SR)0,000
dividends through
Tramaircra,
stocktrading not reported
to the
Commission.
Assisting with press
dispatch,
to the S. F. News on the
Macke
Is former San Jose
State
journalism student, Ruth
Haan
Breaking down of German
mor
ale is hinted in reports
ozainr
from London and Paris.
Venal
factors are cited as cauaal.
nnu
of the people under constant
fee
of war, a deliberate slowing
dovi
of production by German
worker’.
opposition to Hitler’s anti-Sernla
and provocative policies.
Opposition of Field Nartac
Goering to warprovolting paws
has incured the enmity of Rene
Minister
Von
Ribbentrop
Police
Commissioner Hirarole
say reports. Lothiulo Goebbeh
I
back in the good graces of Mrs
Nazi officials state. Temporary,.
Urement of the No. 3 Nash:Dania
laid to an attack of "intletra
grippe".
ing
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Poytress Speaks Today
Dr. William H. Poytress
discuss "Business and Polities e
’39" at Senior Orientation tali.
at 11. According to Tom hal
man, the speech will be a so
illation of the New Deal.
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BRONCS ON LOOSE
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Fees Due Monday

and payable
Course fees are due
beginning Monday in the Business
office, Room 2.
According to Harry Brakebill of
staff, fees must
the Business office
be paid by February 3 to avoid a
lase fee of one dollar. After February 10, registration is subject
to cancellation.
-(Itss "Pepperpot" Kotta, right,
will hold down a forward berth
tomorrow night when the Spar.
tam clash with their bitter rival, the Santa Clara Broncos.
Motta, noted for his floor generalship and dribbling, sparked
the San Jose use to a champ
lonship of the Northern Intercollegiate Basketball League
The Spartans won
last year.
two out of three games from
the Broncos in last year’s cage
Cut courtesy
competition.
San Francisco Chronicle.

)ytnia
Polities it
anon lob
Tom Hart
be a ion

moo.

By PONY SWENSON
Spartan Daily Sports Editor

Rough-riding Santa Clara and San Jose, bitterest of
cage rivals, come face to face tomorrow night at 8:oo
o’clock in the Civic Auditorium in a Northern Intercollegiate Conference basketball game, with no punches
pulled and no holds barred.
A win tomorrow would skyrocket our Spartan tossers
into first place in the conference standings with three wins
and one loss. Should the
Broncs come out on top,
their record would remain

Dal

s Today

;

San Jose Quintet Tickets For
Comedy On
Battles Mission Sale Today
City CacEe Team
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unblemished with three wins.
BRONCS HAVE EDGE
On paper the Santa Clara
quintet holds an edge over Bill
Hubbard’s crew, but the majority
of the Washington Square "experts" are feaning toward the
Number 67
sentimental side in favoring the
Spartans to upset the dope.
Coach George Barsi will be without the services of "Toddy" Giannini, unless the Bronco guard’s id(Continued ars Page Four)

Housing Group Will Meet

W.!). A. STARTS Cheap Living New Commerce Y.W.C.A. BEGINS
MICROSCOPIC
CCourse Added MUSIC SERIES
Is
Topic
For
SLIDE PROJECT
To CurriculumITODAY, N 00 N
Ten thousand microscopic slides,
valued at 310,000, showing plant
Lid animal tissues are being made
Ind mounted under the auspices
of the college by W.P.A. members
for science students here.
Slides will be used to bring studente in closer contact with the
work in botany, zoology, entomology. and physiology fields. said
Dr. P. Victor Petersen, head of
the college Natural Science deportment.
Work in the botanical field is
being done by Daniel Henry and
liYakdogical work in preparation
of the slides was done by Charles
Peterson, third year medical student, who left yesterday to take
over his post as medical investigator for Tulare county.
The project will require at least
another year of work before it
Will be completed, according
to
Dr. Petereon.

TRYOUTS F 0 R
RADIO DRAMA
HELD MONDAY

Discussion Four Year Study Leads

Beggar On Horseback
Opens Next Week;
Large Cast
Approximately 300 tickets go on
the block today to students, faculty, and the general public for
"Beggar on Horseback", as San
Jose Players start an early advance sale for the Kaufmann -Connelly comedy which opens the
winter drama season Thursday and
Friday of next week.
STUDENT TICKETS
Though the play. ducats will go
to students for twenty-five cents,
facultywiuh m embers and th e public
ocharged
argedfifty
in
cents. They
will be
Room 49.
sale
Lead roles in the large cast of
about thirty people are taken by a
mixture of old and new San Jose
Players talent.
NEWCOMER WITH LEAD
Newcomer Wesley Young plays
"Neil", torn between love and
money, who solves his problem in
a dream when the characters of
the various people come fantastic ally to light.
"The girl across the hall" is
played by veteran Lorraine Callendar, opposite Youngshe’s the love
interest.
The "money interest" is played
by Charlotte Ftideout who essays
the role of Gladys Cady- -she’s rich
and can offer Neil the security he
needs to continue to compose his
music.
Other major roles are taken by
Bob Tremaine and Marie Carr as
"Mr. and Mrs. Cady", Ely Dragoiu,
as "Homer", and Frank Wilson,
playing "Albert Rice".

"Music -Arts", a new series of
programs sponsored by the YWCA,
will hold its initial recital today
in the Little Theater from 12:30
Ito 1.
A new four year course designed
Ninny Olson, tenor, is featured
to fit students for positions in- n today’s program. His numbers
volving a thorough knowledge of iinclude "Upstream", "The Lord’s
accounting will be outlined at a Prayer". and "Go, Lovely Rose" by
meeting of Accounting majors In Albert Hay Afalotte, "Do Not Go,
Room 139 this noon, according to My Love" by Richard Hagman,
Dr. Earl W. Atkinson.
"When I Have Sung My Songs" by
The new course leads to an A.B. Ernest Charles. and "Isabel" by
Election of the freshman class
degree in commerce with a major Frank Bridge.
officers will be held today at 12:30
in accounting and a minor in
in the Morris Dailey auditorium.
GIVEN WEEKLY
economics, and will qualify the
"Personality" programs by in- according to Mr. Charles B. Godstudent for both professional and dividuals and organizations center- dard, dean of men. Tuesday, the
semi-professional positions in the ing around the dance, drama, and frosh council, headed by Toney
fields of finance, accounting, bank- music will be given weekly. Future Shelton, chairman, made the deing, government, insurance, and performances by the verse speak- cision.
similar businesses.
ing choir, woodwind ensemble, OrRunning for the office of presiThirty-six units of approved el- chests, and Mu Phi Epsilon, hon- dent are David Atkinson and Wilectives are allowed on the proposed orary music sorority, are scheduled. liam LaBee. At a former election
curriculum. Natural science and
WELCOME
this quarter Atkinson won by one
psychology courses are included
Everyone is welcome to these vote; but since there was a lack
on the program.
programs presenting local and stu- of attendance at the meeting, the
All accounting majors will at- dent talent, announced Charlotte council decided to hold another
tend today’s meeting which will Morley, chairman of the meetings. vote.
be held at 12:00, according to

To AB In Accounting
With Econ Minor

By SEW JOHNSON
"With the aim in view of showing that cooperative living is the
cheapest and best way for college
students to live, San Jose State’s
student housing committee will
launch activities Tuesday noon with
a meeting in Room 121.
Such was the statement made
yesterday afternoon by James MacGowan, chairman of the committee, who has been looking into
surveys conducted on other camel,
in particular one at the University
of California.
The survey which is being conducted apart from any official college backing or approval is a student project designed to benefit
out-of-town students at San Jose
State college, stated MacGowan.
In the same general field, but
not connected with the local survey
In any way came word from Sacramento that Senator Hayes of
Fresno has introduced into the
Senate a bill providing changes
In many sections of the school code, Dr. Atkinson.
and relates to the erection of dormitories and other buildings in Institutions of higher learning supported in whole or in part by state

Students Stage Show
In Hayward Yesterday

Freshmen Elect
Class Officers
Today At 12.30

EVOLUTION OF COAST
REDWOODS DISPLAYED

TrYouts for "Juliet and Romeo", funds.
i_lw next production
In answer to a request madc by
of the Radio
It ice the opinion of housing
A museum exhibit showing the
i ht San Jose State
811"11-111/4,,
Club, will be given
itxen
chairman MacGowan that this bill
evolution of the Coast Redwoods
MoedaY fOM 12 to I and
to
traveled
entertainers
college
that
t
4 to 1.1 will not pass due to the fact
State park is being
yesterday to entertain in Big Basin
lp.n,,Ft,,. n1 159, according to Madge il is the first of its type to he in- i Hayward
displayed in the college Science
high
Hayward
of
students
’,11, jillerstrom, director
the
the
of the play. t rishiced to the legislature, and
Bailey 1 building.
Jim
n
and Romeo", a comedy upper division o f that body is quite school. announced
Started two years ago tinder the
prothe
for
ceremonies
0 theli theater by
of
master
the
H. Gribble, will reactionary and will defeat
leadership of ROtillt‘ y FillEIWOrth till.
7 til second in
past ill(’ NiliCil- ’ W." ’
get
the
it
current
series
should
bill
o
m
.
_
.
Of
,rYS broadcast
With Bailey as emcee, songs exhibit shows how the Basin looked
by the group. tional committee
first colonized by settlers and
there were sung by Pat Matranga and when
_any’ f e Will he openings
in the
According la Maefinwan
Gifford. Others who of- what changes have taken place
IP:m anor various
.u., many students who am ills- Tommie
types of eharai
ntertainment far the high since then.
ikneterested students are , pleased with loco’ housing facilities ter ,,! ,
conditions in the
Because of
aninvenitniedidtoaltla
school students were John Cooper,
Dart in the tryouts,1 and would favor any movement tothe winter months the
more pianist. Janiee Schwensen, Wes Basin during
ng to nMatiarsunMtoanrgaret Doug- ward the establishment of
out
exhibit will be housed here during
Hammond, and Mike Conch.
APrech i
I en -op houses.

that period.
A second part will arrive in a
few weeks and will complete the
display. It will be shown on the
second floor of the Science building.
The exhibit was brought here
through the efforts of the San Jose
Sempervircns, headed by Br. W. P
!sham and Mr. Frank Lows, and
through the courtesy of Mr. A. G.
Henning, chief of Park Division In
Canfornla.
((’,,etinued ors Page PM)
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Thru Open Doors . . .
The much needed glass in the Co-op door has been
installed.
The danger that claimed a number of victims among
the students leaving the Co-op by the cast ramway has been
removed. With the installation of the full door-length
glass students are no longer required to side-step the swinging door as some hefty pushed his weight against the outside.
The Spartan Daily some time ago, recognizing the
danger involved, enlarged at great length upon the necessity of installing a glass panel, not knowing at the time that
the glass had already been ordered and that the only reason
it had not been put in was because of a delay in the shipment.
To those individuals who were acutely aware of the
situation some time before the Daily drew it to campus
attention and who had already taken steps to remedy the
difficulty, the Spartan Daily takes this opportunity to
apologize.
Our intention had not been to indicate a possible lack
of foresight or bad management; it was merely to prompt
action on an issue that we felt was sorely in need of it.
Had the Spartan Daily been informed that the glass
had been ordered nothing in regard to the matter would
ever have been published.
Now that the situation is satisfactorily settled, it is
appropriate to extend congratulations to Controller Neil
Thomas, Co-op Manager Bud Stewart, and Joseph C. Stillwell, superintendent of buildings and grounds for their
prompt awareness of the matter, which, had a delay not
occurred in the shipping, would have eliminated the danger
EDITOR.
in its earliest stages.

1

Just Among
Ourselves

CAMPUS
GAY WAY I

By DR. T. W. MacQUARRIE
I was glad to see the Daily bring

up the matter of sportsmanship at
our games. I have mentioned it so
many times In years past that I
say anything more
about it. Certainly the booing of
officials and their decisions is the

By PATTY BLACKW000

hesitated to

lowest form of boorishness and
should not be tolerated in a college
community.
SPORTSMANSHIP
I suspect this whole matter is
one of education rather than criticism. I would like to see our
poople make a special point of
first class sportsmanship. If some
of us come from situations where
that is not understood, they should
be taken off by themselves and
instructed in such matters.
I don’t mean that we are at all
terrible in the way we handle such
affairs, but I do think it would be
nice) to get a reputation among
other colleges for good sportsmanship at all times. As a student. I
would like to belong to an institution famous for its fairness to
opponents and officials.
BE A GOOD SPORT
At the recent basketball clinic,
the college gained a line reputation as hosts, but in the two nights
I was there I an, sure we did not
increase our standing by our attitude toward the officials. Cheering
when an opponent makes a mistake has no standing in sportsmanship circles. Yell for our own
team, yes, but don’t depend for
victory on the mistakes of the
others.

-

NOTICES

lit

Lost: One copy of the New College Onmibus. if found please return to Gordon Canton or Lost
and Found.
!mat: A gold and black Ilialo
Alto high school ring. I’lease return to Lost and Found.
Gamma Upsilon group picture
for La Torre at 12:30 Monday.
Found: A fountain pen at last
Friday’s game. Owner contact John
Flesher.
Tumblers!!! The Gym club will
work out at 4 p.m. in the small
gym. Important information will be
given. Everyone be then,

PLACED on the engagement list for this week, is RUBY
TAY;
and WAYNE ELLIS. After graduating from here last Jwia
Honolulu,
in
Hawallanyviat b
recently obtained a school
my story more interesting, Ruby will travel to the Islands tilitaN
wedding will take place in the near future.
ONE other announcement is that of the marriage of Betty
Hsi,
former student hre, and Rex launipace, to take place in Radon.
April I no foolin’ Rex was once Grand Magistrate of Tau Den
attending State. They are planning to establish their home in Dal pt,
INTERSOCIETY-INTERFRATERNITY was one of the pei._
Among those who danced to Joe Lukes’ swingy tunes We di...
Briggs, president of Intersociety; Dan Bessemer, Goldk Andel
Frances Oxley, Carl Damach. Alberta Gross, John Nowt, vq,
Perry, Ivan Thomas, of Santa Clara, Earfine Hays, and Charles Glot
of San Mateo junior college.
ON February 28, Phi Kappa Phi will hold their annual wine;
tational formal at Oak Knoll Country Club, near Dullard Ft
Welles’ orchestra will provide the musical background, ran pm,
the good time for your escort. Lois Webb is general
on the 28th, will be Em’s house party at Mt. Hem:
Formal initiation took place at Ruth MacQuarrie’s on the 18th.
AT Wednesday night’s meeting at the home of Madeline Willie
Jeannette Medved (from Minnesota) took the wheel of Kappa Ins
for a while, when she succeeded Virginia Morgan as prezy.
ident will be fullfilled by Adelaide Colby. secretary by Dorothy Ce
man, treasurer, Ruth Greenley, Inter -society representative, Junell4
and Earline Hays, reporter.
FEBRUARY II is the date set by Kappas for the Annual in
tional, a sophisticated scene being set by the California
and the music of Buddy Maleville, who recently ended his cootradr.
the Dio del Mar Country Club.
Members of Pi chapter of Kappa Kappa Sigma have now am,
organized alumni headed by Velma (Gifardln) Abbott, li’kevateile
Ruth Lawry, who is teaching school, and Margaret James, Mae
Betty (Barron) Swenson is secretary.

chairman

ALso

*mow:

NOTICES
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THRUST and
PARRY

The person who borrowX
College Omnibus from the Alt
known. If the book is not mon

CONTRIBUTORS’ COLUMN
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Tomorrow night begins our annual basketball series with the University of Santa Clara. Those of
you who saw State sweep to the
conference championship last year
remember the ill -feeling which followed the Spartans’ second victory.
We wish to prevent reoccurence
of any such incidents this year.
Because of last year’s "after the
game" conflicts, athletic rivalry
between the two institutions has
been greatly menaced. Similar reoccurences may lead to cancellation of all future athletic contests.
We can cheer just as well without
the use of boos and cat calls, even
if the opposing rooters should resort to such tactics.
Whether we win or lose, let’s
all remember that we are ladles
and gentlemen, as well as students
of San Jose State college.
Sincerely,
Gene Rocahl.

to the place front where 1..0
taken, it will have to be repoc.
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Lost: "One Contenaponlnk4
Problems" book. Will the
who "borrowed" it from thelty
office pule-ze return it to Deis
Freitas in the Publiactioso *
After all, I think I nest im
than you do.
Patty Blacken
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SULLIVAN

BEAUTY COLLEGE
COMPLETE
BEAUTY SERVICE
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SAINTE CLAIRE HOTEL
Musk by

Bob Hansen and His Popular
Bay Region Orchestra
EVERY SUNDAY
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